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Implementation of the Integrated 
Modelling Tool (IMT)

Customized modelling tool to evaluate the transport, 

energy and environmental-related performance 

of low-carbon actions to be implemented. 

• At local street level 

• Focused on selected streets/condominiums

• Validated in selected roads participant regions (Treviso)

• Structure based on FIWARE platform

• Includes models from energy, tailpipe emissions, dispersion models, ….



Implementation of the Integrated 
Modelling Tool (IMT)

- First internal deliverable must be in May 2017
- The IMT deliverable (L.3.3.1) to be ready: end of October 2017
- Conclusion of fine-tuning of the integrated modelling tool with Test and

validation in the pilot area of Treviso (end of April 2018)

Agreements KOM session for IMT 



Conceptual modelling approach
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Step 1: zone definition
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<nodes>

<node id=“N1" x=“2000" y="0" 

/>
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IMT MODULES INPUT FILE  



edge id Gradient user Gradient model lanes

e1 flat 0% 2

Step 1: zone definition

e2 slightly uphill 2% 1

… …



Step 2: traffic definition



Step 2: traffic definition

Cars 65%

Motorbikes 20%

Trucks 1%

Bus 4%

bikes 10%



Step 2: traffic definition

project_name.rou.xml

<routes>

<vType accel="1.0" decel="5.0" id="Car" maxSpeed="10.0"  />

<route id="route1" edges="e1 e2 e3 e4"/>

<vehicle depart="0" id="veh0" route="route1" type="Car" />

</routes></routes>

IMT MODULES INPUT FILE  



Step 3: simulation

IMT PLATFORM (FIWARE)

IMT USER

ROAD DEFINITION

TRAFFIC DEFINITION

project_name.nod.xml

project_name.edg.xml

project_name.rou.xml

….

project_name.tll.xml

outputs.xml

IMT PLATFORM (FIWARE)

TRAFFIC DEFINITION

MODEL (DEVELOPED IN “C” CODE)

outputs.xml

Energy model

Air quality model

Cost and health model

Noise model

…



Remarks for module developers!

.xml files (inputs for module)

• Each module must be able to 

generate its own output file

• Outputs/model results in .xml files• Outputs/model results in .xml files

• Recommended lenguage for 

modelling “C code” 

• Each module should be a compiled 

file ready to execute



Step 4: Analysis of results
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Other results:

- noise

- Vehicle position as a function of time

- CO2 , CO, HC, NOx, PMx emissions



Step 5: Modifications

- Include one traffic light in the position X

- Increase the bus frequency

- Change tram to pedestrian

- Include bicycle lane

Mobility actions to be 

evaluated by IMT

�Modeling process again!
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BASE CASE MODIFICATED 1 MODIFICATED 2

fuel consumption per innhabitant (g) 



FIWARE Platform

- Powerfull and easy service integration

- Multiple and heterogeneous systems 

- Collaborative and scalable

- Open and free

- Available wherever and whenever



FIWARE Platform



FIWARE Platform

Conceptual design

Alllow visualize and understand 
the platform better

Platform interfacePlatform interface

- Simple and easy to use

- Secure

- Powerfull

- Versatile



FIWARE Platform

Select Input Files
- Reuse uploaded
- Create new
- Add & modify info
- Others

Run ProcessingRun Processing
- Tool Selection
- Apply algorithm
- Others

Use Output files
- Check output
- Compare outputs
- Select export format
- Graphic view
- Others



FIWARE Platform

Run a new simulation

New model menu

- Create new files- Create new files

- Modify files



FIWARE Platform

Generate a new file is
selected

Model any route of any city
in the worldin the world

- Add more information 
easily

- Modify file information

- Add info by graphic 
interface 

- Edit and complete 
information

- Select model to apply



FIWARE Platform

Generate a new file is
selected

View node selected and 
their featurestheir features

Edit info



FIWARE Platform

Generate a new file is
selected

View node slected

Edit info



FIWARE Platform

Generate a new file is
selected

- Add and modify edge info- Add and modify edge info



FIWARE Platform

Generate a new file is
selected

- Add and modify edge info- Add and modify edge info



FIWARE Platform

Calculate outputs

- Select model to apply



FIWARE Platform

Processing data with
algorithm selected



FIWARE Platform

Processing is finished

Output menu

- View output file- View output file

- Select export format

- View a graphic 
representation



FIWARE Platform

Use example: code view

- Check the file

- Add or modify 
informationinformation

- Save the changes 



FIWARE Platform

Use example: Select
format



FIWARE Platform

Use example: Select
format



FIWARE Platform

Use example: Graphic view



FIWARE Platform

Query outputs in a date 
range

- View

- Download- Download

- Compare

- Others



FIWARE Platform

Query outputs in a data 
range

- View

- Download- Download

- Compare

- Others



FIWARE Platform

Query outputs in a data 
range

- View

- Download- Download

- Compare

- Others



FIWARE Platform

Query outputs in a data 
range

- View

- Download- Download

- Compare

- Others



FIWARE Platform

Query outputs in a data 
range

- View

- Download- Download

- Compare

- Others



FIWARE Platform

Corporate information

- Contact

- Location

- Projects- Projects

- Website

- Others



FIWARE Platform

Future enhacements

- Extend the IMT application 
range

- Integrated use of sensor 



FIWARE Platform

Future enhacements

Extend the IMT application
range

Target zone

- Select target zone by 
graphic interface

- Automatic generation of a 
simplified model with 
interconnected ways

- Edit this model

- Instant generation of input 
files

Simplified model



FIWARE Platform

Future enhacements

Extend the IMT application
range

- Select target zone by 
graphic interface

- Automatic generation of a 
simplified model with 
interconnected ways

- Edit this model

- Instant generation of input 
files



FIWARE Platform

Future enhacements

Integrated use of sensor 
for:

- Add info to complete the 
input files

- Use FIWARE for storage and 
query sensor data

- Validate and complete IMT 
result 

- Use with IMT result to act



FIWARE Platform

Future enhacements

Integrated use of sensors

- Tree network

- Low power consumption

- Scalable

- Periodic data

- Alarms/Events

- Send commands

- FIWARE integrated



Case example: Thessaloniki

Using the REMEDIO IMT



Case example: Thessaloniki

Using the REMEDIO IMT

Real IMT 



Thessaloniki- input data 



Thessaloniki- preliminary results

14%

differences between real and IMT cases

Real (Open Street Map)

total CO2 (kg) total fuel (l) average noise (dB)

pc 961.7 413.7 60.0

moto 208.6 89.8 60.4

trucks 836.9 354.8 71.2

bus 154.4 65.8 71.8

IMT (4 edges + traffic lights)

total CO2 (kg) total fuel (l) average noise (dB)

pc 884.8 380.5 60.2

moto 195.3 84.0 60.4

trucks 783.0 332.0 71.6

bus 135.9 57.9 72.7

More data (higher number of road stretch) 

More realistic results
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Thessaloniki- preliminary results

Average fuel consumption-noise and 

CO2 by vehicle type 

Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by road 

stretch
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Proposed model�level of detail: Examples 

constant velocity (without stops) 

and considering accelerations

Analyzing the effect of increase the 

traffic light time
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average velocity (m/s) fuel consumption (ml)

no aceleration case 13.2 10.83

aceleration case 13.2 12.05



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


